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> Protein “fitness”: any protein property (stability, 
enzyme activity, binding strength, etc.)

> Predicting fitness for protein sequences: assist 
with design, potential pathogenicity prediction
– Pathogenicity prediction task != Fitness prediction task

 

Protein fitness prediction



> Protein “fitness”: any protein property (stability, 
enzyme activity, binding strength, etc.)

> Predicting fitness for protein sequences: assist 
with design, potential pathogenicity prediction
– Pathogenicity prediction task != Fitness prediction task

This paper evaluates existing fitness prediction 
methods, and proposes a new one 

Protein fitness prediction



1. Evolutionary models 
a. Get a sequence alignment for your target protein
b. Model the probability density of these sequences 
c. Predict mutant fitness using the probability density 

model

Two main ML strategies
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a. Get a sequence alignment for your target protein
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‘Weak positive’ learning - these approaches assume that 
evolutionary related sequences have similar functions to the 
target





One limitation is that alignment depth may vary - some 
targets may only have hundreds of usable sequences in their 
alignment  



2. Supervised regression models 
a. Models range from simple (linear regression) to 

complex (CNN, LSTM, Transformers, etc.) 
b. Semi-supervised: Supervised regression models can 

also be trained using unsupervised NLP model protein 
representations 

Two main ML strategies



Can be limited by number of mutants in training set, coverage 
of positions by mutation (few positions vs. many)



> Weak-positive semi-supervised learning: learning 
a distribution of sequences using alignments, with 
supervised learning on labelled sequences 

> Their ‘baseline’ augmentation combined 
approach (Had max performance in 15/19 test 
sets)

A combined strategy



Can be limited by number of mutants in training set, coverage 
of positions by mutation (few positions vs. many)



> TLMutation Potts models SUMMARY GOES HERE

Potts models



> Sequence log-likelihoods from a sequence density 
model & one-hot encoded protein sequences  

> Supervised model is ridge regression (L2) 

Augmentation combined approach 



> They used 19 of the DMS datasets from 
EVMutation (one of the competitor models they 
compared against) + a GFP fluorescence data set

> All had mutations throughout a domain or whole 
protein 

> 16/19 had sequences one missense mutation 
away from WT (single mutants)  

> Only evaluated mutants at positions with < 30% 
gaps in the MSAs generated 

Deep mutation scanning (DMS) datasets



> 20% test, varying sizes of training sets 
> 80/20 train/test, five fold cross-validation on the 

80% where computationally feasible (For comparing 
to methods like TLMutation, ESM1-b) 

20 random seems were used for data partitioning 
for each approach 

Dataset splits 



> Spearman rank correlation coefficient:

> Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG): 
From information retrieval, similar to a weighted 
Spearman rank which focuses on high value 
agreement

Ranking metrics 



One hot linear model



Low-N Training Predictions



Low-N Training Predictions

All data
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> Augmented other models than just Potts
> Note that the transformer (not eUniRep) is the 

only method not using any evolutionary data 
>  Augmented models outperformed 

non-augmented model, regardless of training set 
size 

Additional augmented models



One hot linear model



Solid and dashed lines of the 
same color are the aug. and 
non-aug. versions, respectively





Performance w/ train N = 240 

Augmented DeepSequence VAE was the best (esp. enzyme activity)  



Maximal Spearman values w/ train N = 240 

Augmented DeepSequence VAE was the best (esp. enzyme activity)  



> Models with evolutionary data had better 
Spearman correlation w/ larger effective MSA 
size 

> Relative model ranking appeared to not relate to 
MSA size 

Performance w/ train N = 240



> Chose largest MSA data set (poly(A)-binding 
protein) and decreased effective size 

> Examined aug. Potts model peformance

Effect of reducing MSA size 



> Trained the model on only single mutant data - 
tested on single, double, triple, and quadruple 
mutants

> Should capture how much epistasis contributes 
to the fitness landscape, and if/how much models 
capture it 

> Only 3 datasets

Single to higher order mutant prediction





> Poor performance on ubiquitination factor E4B 
(UBE4B) may be due to evolutionary data not 
providing much relevant information to assayed 
value 

Single to higher order mutant prediction





Left: single 
Right: single and double 
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One hot linear model

What about TLMutation?



> Conceptually similar to the aug. Potts model  
(combining density model and supervised 
learning)

> Allows for zeroing out Potts model parameters 
with supervised learning - learns a mask.

> More computationally expensive, worse than the 
aug Potts model

TLMutation



TLMutation comparison



> They tried using edit distance from WT to predict 
fitness & found some correlation with GFP 

> Non-aug. predictions were unimodal, but fitness 
values were bimodal 

> Less correlation with UBE4B
> Tried just encoding position information + 

What about really simple models?







> Simple linear regression with one-hot encoded 
amino acid features and a evolutionary density 
feature from density models outperforms said 
density models 

> Deep learning models may be used with these 
features instead - but this was not tested

> Aug. transformer could be used for small MSA 
proteins 

Summary



> Do you think using their augmented features 
with a more complicated regression model would 
lead to a better predictor? 
– Would it be worth (presumably) trade-offs in requiring 

higher N training set sizes?
– Would it be worth it for protein design?

> Do you think their decision to remove 
TLMutation from their comparison figures 
throughout was fair to the assessment?

Discussion questions



Misc.






